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Motivation

• Dialog history provides conversation context which is useful for dialog act clas-
sification in a spoken dialog system.

• E2E dialog systems have used dialog history in text form which needs a cas-
caded ASR [1]. This leads to an increase in model size.

• We propose a hierarchical model to integrate dialog history in speech form
directly leading to significant improvements with 48% fewer parameters.

[SYS]: Hello this Harper Valley National Bank, my name is Michael
[SYS]: How can I help you today?
[USR]: Hi, my name is Linda, I lost my credit card, can you send a new one?
[SYS]: Which card would you like to apply?

[USR]: credit card
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• We investigate the multi-label dialog act classification task on the HarperVal-
leyBank dialog dataset.

Hierarchical Conversation Model

• The hierarchical model comprises of a low-level utterance encoder and a high-
level conversation encoder which is modelled as a transformer.

• The utterance encoder is can be speech-based or text-based while the conver-
sation encoder is independent of the modality.
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• We can train 3 different types of model using the above architecture:
1. HIER-ST: A model co-trained using both speech and text.

2. HIER-S: A model trained using only speech.
3. HIER-T: A model trained using only text.

• Semantic knowledge from text-based BERT is transferred to the speech-based
utterance encoder using Euclidean loss (LEUC) and Contrastive loss (LCON).
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where, sij represents the cosine similarity between two utterances in a batch.

DropFrame

• When dialog history is used in speech form, the speech sequence length can
become very long which results in an increased training time for E2E models.

• Drop out random frames from a sequence of length > l.
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# Frames (l) Macro-F1 Train time
64 56.5 4
256 61.7 8

1024 60.2 25
All 59.9 27

• The training time is reduced significantly when frames are dropped. Also, per-
formance is improved which shows that DropFrame also acts as an effective
regularizer.

Experiments and Results

Experiments are done in two different settings.

Gold transcripts are available
• We use the speech-encoder (transcription network) from a fine tuned RNN-T

ASR at the lower level [2].

• WER - 1.9%

• Gold transcripts are used for co-training HIER-ST.

Model Macro-F1 # Params
(1T) BERT (on utterance) 56.1 168M
(2T) BERT (on context) 63.5 168M
(3T) HIER-T 63.3 200M
(1C) ASR −→ BERT (on context) 62.2 168M
(2C) ASR −→ HIER-T 61.3 200M
(1E) LSTM (on utterance) 54.0 54M
(2E) HIER-S 58.3 88M
(3E) HIER-ST 59.0 88M
(4E) HIER-ST + LEUC 60.3 88M
(5E) HIER-ST + LCON 61.7 88M
(6E) HIER-ST + LEUC + LCON 60.9 88M
(7E) HIER-ST + LCON (g(.;ϕ) = LSTM) 61.3 62M

• (5E) gives competitive performance compared to (1C) with significantly fewer
parameters.

Gold transcripts are not available
• We use the speech-encoder (transcription network) from an off-the-shelf RNN-

T ASR at the lower level.

• WER - 11.3%

• ASR transcripts from the off-the-shelf ASR used for co-training HIER-ST.

Model Macro-F1
(3C) ASR −→ BERT (on context) 50.3
(8E) HIER-S 57.7
(9E) HIER-ST + LCON (w/ ASR text) 60.3

(10E) HIER-ST + LCON (w/ Gold text) 61.7

• HIER-ST does not degrade in performance while the traditional cascaded
model performs significantly worse due to acoustic mismatch.
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